dossals and what changes in their function reveal about the concerns of the local Franciscan communities that played a role in their creation. Furthermore, by examining the early panel paintings, this essay also aims to deepen our understanding of the broader development of the Franciscan order in the thirteenth century.
Francis's lifetime coincided with an extraordinary development: the proliferation of high-quality portable religious imagery in Western Europe, and especially in the city-states of central and northern Italy. While clearly influenced by earlier Byzantine art in terms of form and function, there quickly developed an impressive amount of diversity in early thirteenth-century Italian art. In these paintings, we see artists experimenting with ways of depicting the divine and discovering the possibilities of the medium. Surviving early thirteenth-century works typically include a central holy figure (or two, in the case of the Virgin and Child) surrounded either by other saints or by scenes from the central figure's life, as is the case in a pair of altarpieces depicting St. Peter and St. John found in the Pinacoteca in Siena.4 Often scenes from the saint's life are supplemented by other stories depicting the saint performing miracles.
These works of art had several related functions and could be devotional and didactic. The central image of these panels, depicting a front-facing saint identifiable based on established iconographic traditions, clearly served a devotional purpose. Built to sit atop altars in churches large and small, individuals would come and pray before these devotional images, often believing them to have special power. Francis's own experience before the cross of San Damiano demonstrates the widely accepted medieval idea that images had real power and that holy figures, and even Christ himself, were often present within them.5 While the central images served a devotional purpose, the accompanying scenes depicting a saint's life and miracles were included for different reasons. Christian leaders had long recognized that images could serve as powerful instructional tools, and painted scenes could teach the laity key stories from saints' lives in a
